
Alien Threat

1. Noun 

2. Emotion

3. Noun - Plural 

4. Noun 

5. Verb - Present Ends In Ing 

6. Friend

7. Male Celebrity

8. Female Celebrity

9. Noun 

10. Conjunction

11. Proper Adjective

12. Animal

13. Noun - Plural 

14. Adjective 

15. Proper Noun 

16. Noun 

17. Adjective 

18. Pronoun

19. Interjection

20. Adjective 

21. Adjective 

22. Adjective 

23. Preposition
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24. Conjunction

25. Possessive Noun

26. Compound Verb

27. Adverb Of Manner



Alien Threat

We have sent you this Noun to show our Emotion . We are thinking of invading planet earth.

We will strike at any time. So start focusing on your security. We will hurt everyone with Noun - Plural .

We will invade and take over the Noun by Verb - Present ends in ING . You cant stop us, neither can

Friend or Male celebrity . Even female celebrity cant! So that means you cant do anything to

stop us. Except of course beating us up with a/an Noun . We shall defeat you, Conjunction then

dance around like a/an Proper adjective Animal . Prepare to be humiliated by our amazing force of

Noun - Plural . We will invade on a surprise! So beware of me the incredible Adjective alien and

my great force. We will first attack Proper Noun then we will move north. You can use youre

Noun as a shield but it will be nothing compared to our Adjective force. Pronoun will

strike with all our force. Once you see our force, you will probably be like Interjection . Its probably

because we are Adjective , Adjective , and Adjective . I will be Preposition my

beautiful force while you will be crying with fear Conjunction remember we will not have any mercy. The

Possessive noun have no fear against you. We will not stop at any Compound verb since we have a

space ship. We will Adverb of manner defeat you. Good luck! Not really.
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